ABOUT

16 years
Working with international customers from USA, Europe and Israel

300+
Successful projects from all over the world

$100 Millions
Investments received by startups collaborating with us

80+ developers
Developers with BS or MS equivalent in Computer Science

McKesson
Fortune 500 medical company working with us

Get Taxi
One of the most successful worldwide startups started with us
MANAGEMENT TEAM

VITALY VYSTAVNYI
CEO

EUGENE SHIFRIN
PRESIDENT & FOUNDER

MYKHAILO MERKULOV
COO / Head of HR

ANTONINA REITINGER
CAO

ALEXANDER VINICHENKO
CTO

ALENA UDOD
CFO
OUR EXPERTISE

Startup and enterprise R&D support on all stages for both Mobile and Web platforms

- Prototype development for startups
- Outstaff
- Team extension for mature startups
- UX&UI design

Medical enterprise software development

- EHR / RIS / Document Management
- PACS systems
- Medical Signals (HEMO, ECG, Monitoring)
- Experience with complex mission critical systems (FDA Class II systems, CE Class II)
WHERE WE ARE?

- Multitude of Technical talents
- 111 universities and plenty of educational institutions
- Regular recruiting time is 3-4 weeks
- International airport with direct flights to Israel, Europe and connection flight to North America
OUR OFFICE IN KHARKIV

Separate building, ~1000 square meters

Located in the heart of Kharkiv

Free parking
Cars, motorbikes and bicycles

Private territory with 24*7 guarded area

200 meters from Metro
OUR OFFICE IN KIEV

Located in Gulliver tower, one of the most famous Kyiv office and trade centers.

Unique infrastructure with access to a supermarket food court and shopping mall in the same building.

Separate office in Creative Quarter office space.

24/7/365 access.
PRICING MODELS

**FIXED PRICE**
Can be applied when the scope is determined and the task is clear.

**DEDICATED TEAM**
Will work full time as a part of your team.

**TIME & MATERIAL**
When the requirements are not clear and you would like to work with us in a more flexible way.
DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES

AGILE DEVELOPMENT 60%
An iterative approach to software delivery, ideal for startups

PROTOTYPE 20%
A model with the highest return on investment versus risk with key functionality

WATERFALL 20%
A sequential design process in which progress is seen as flowing steadily downwards through the phases
WHY CUSTOMERS CHOOSE US?

60% customers choose us by references from friends

Dedicated project management on top of all development and QA

80% of customers get investments after prototype developed by us

The main communication language within the company is English

Full protection of project’s assets

High experience — 100 successful projects in multiple industries
SUCCESS STORIES

GetTaxi
GetTaxi, founded in 2010, a free App for iPhone and Android that lets instantly book a ride with a tap of mobile. Today they are a global taxi grid across three continents with the best mobile technology, on demand and pre-booking capabilities.

5-15 people, 3 years, Ruby, IOS, Android

BetterChains
Better Chains is an application that was created for restaurants workers and managers. It’s allows user to manage work schedule easily, control shift swaps and communications with colleagues and managers. Also available manager mode, where managers are able to approve users swaps and see users profiles and statues.

9 people, 2 years, PHP, IOS, Android, JS
SUCCESS STORIES

Hi-G-Tek
Hi-G-Tek is a leading global provider of wireless solutions for validating asset integrity. Solutions include real-time location, security and condition information for high value cargo and assets, whether in transit or stationary.

5-15 people, 3 years, Ruby, iOS, Android

VATBox
VATBox is the leading cloud-based solution that enables companies to get back all potential Value-Added Tax (VAT) paid abroad – smoothly, easily and automatically. Built by smart, passionate software engineers and VAT experts.

7-8 people, 2 years, Ruby, iOS, Android
OUR CLIENTS